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In recent years, the unusually fierce competition in the field of media, blog 
abnormal rising rapidly. Not only presented a huge challenge to the traditional mass 
media, but also quickly overtook other forms of internet communication, such as news 
website, E-mail, BBS, QQ. Now, blog has become an important means of access to 
news and information, and become one of the most important tools for achieving 
immediate interaction.  
Blog is a new fashion of communication born in the era of networks. Blogger 
can update his blog timely, by publishing his articles and pictures or offer links to 
some correlate resources. So, visitors can find it at any moment, then left word after 
the articles to express their own opinions. Besides, they may discuss with others about 
some questions in the blogsphere. Comparing with the traditional mass media is 
concerned, this is a brand new interactive communication, it is no longer a collectivize, 
centricity, top-down, one-way communication, rather some “roots” of the internet. So 
that the communication return to a state of personalized and lateral interaction. 
Based on the series of inherent advantages, the number of the blogger is growing 
up more and more in the world wide, which lead another phenomenon that increasing 
number of businessmen and scholars pay attention to it. Moreover, as the technology 
innovation and its application popularization, influence of the blog has already broken 
through the virtual world, go to people’s real life. This breakthrough makes the 
commercial value of the blog visible. As a distinctive feature of the new media, blog 
has become an important new position for competition between corporations. 
Meanwhile, in the United States the research and application of blog is no longer 
confined to the field of news, greatly extends to the education, library science, 
marketing communication, advertising, public relation, B2B and many other aspects. 
At the national level, because of their late start, there is still a gap between China and 
abroad, though the pace of blog’s development. Taking the current study, mostly 
focused on instructing its characteristics and the great significance of using it in the 
news’ realm. Except those similar unbending viewpoints flood in the internet, there is 
hardly any one studying systematically about its commercial value. 
This paper attempts to analyze the effect of blog in the commercial realm, using 
theories of communication, psychology, marketing, and analyze blog’s concrete 
applications in advertising and public relation, including some principles, methods, 
techniques, and related issues. 
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《市场术语》中对 blog 的定义：A frequent，chronological publication 
of personal thoughts and Web links。A blog is often a mixture of what is 
happening in a person's life and what is happening on the Web，a kind of 
hybrid diary/guide site，although there are as many unique types of blogs 
as there are people。People maintained blogs long before the term was 
coined，but the trend gained momentum with the introduction of automated 
published systems，most notably Blogger at blogger.com。Thousands of 
people use services such as Blogger to simplify and accelerate the 
publishing process。Blogs are alternatively called web logs or weblogs。
However，“blog”seems less likely to cause confusion, as “web log”can 



























同利益领域的集体创作。Blog 好像对网络传达的实时讯息。撰写这些 Weblog 或








全世界 IT 业的巨人微软公司把博客定义为：frequently updated personal 
web journals that can dramatically help both small and large companies 
communicate their product messages. They increase people's ability to 
share ideas and information exponentially，and on a worldwide scale
③
。 
博客搜索引擎和测量公司 Technorati：blog is a personal journal on the 
web and says the power of weblogs is that they allow millions of people 
to easily publish their ideas and millions more to comment on them。The 
firm further describes blogs as a fluid，dynamic medium，more akin to a 
“conversation” than to a library
④
。 
哈佛法学院：a definition of blogs as a hierarchy of text，images，
media objects，and data，arranged chronologically，that can be viewed in 
an HTML browser。The center of the hierarchy is a sequence of weblog posts 
each with a title，link，and description。The school's Internet policy 




2003 年，牛津英语辞典也收录了“blog”这个词，定义为：a frequently 
updated Web site consisting of personal observations, excerpts from other 
sources, etc., typically run by a single person and usually with 
hyperlinks to other sites; an online journal or diary
⑥
。 
                                                        
① 方兴东,王俊秀.博客：E时代的盗火者[M].北京：中国方正出版社.2003-8.36 页. 
② 佚名.互联网实验室  第二代门户研究报告（简版）.[EB/OL] . 
http://www.chinalabs.com/Resource/Doc/2005/0720/web2.0.doc,P19.2007-04-16 
③ Bruce W Dearstyne.BLOGS: The New Information Revolution?[J].Information Management 
Journal,2005, 39,38～39. 
④ Bruce W Dearstyne.BLOGS: The New Information Revolution?[J].Information Management 
Journal,2005, 39,39. 
⑤ Bruce W Dearstyne.BLOGS: The New Information Revolution?[J].Information Management 
Journal,2005, 39,39. 


























Userland 软件公司创始人 Dave Winer：博客就是一个人未经编辑的声音
③
。 
《圣何塞水星报》专栏作家 Dan Gillmor：博客代表着“新闻媒介 3.0”：























                                                        









































式，此外还包括从 blog 衍生出来的 blogsphere，指一个富有特色的网络交流空





章，对应于 blogging 一词，表示进行博客传播的动态过程。 
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